
Jury Report on FAI open lnternational world cup space Models competition

Competition and competition
classes

42nd Цubljana Cup― Space Models VVorld Cup
ヘヽノCupi S4A:S6A:S71S8E/p,S9A
Show

Date and venue Zadovlnek(SLO),from 14th to 16th October,2022

Organizer ARK V.M Komarov in cooperation with
ARK Vega,MMK Logatec and ARK Apo‖ o

Participating countries BUL,CRO,CZE:GBR,ITA,POL,SRB,SLO,SVK,USA,UKR

Contest director An2e Mihelё iё (SLO)

Names of jury members, RSO
and RSO assistant

V6ra Pavkova (CZE) president
JoZe Cuden (SLO), member
Marjan Cuden (SLO) member
Ewa Dudziak Przybytek (POL), RSO
Bogdan Makuc (SLO), RSO assistant

Advance information lnformation Bulletin on ARK Komarov WEB site on time

Schedule of competition Fri, 14th Oct 19,00 to 21 .00 arrival of the competitors and
registration, turn-in of 57 models

Sat,15th Oct  ll.15-opening cerelTlony
ll.45 to 14.00-S4A cornpetition fllghts

14.00 to 16.15-S6A competition f‖ ghts

16.15 to 18.30-S9A competition f‖ ghts

21.00-banquet at the airfield

Sun,'16th Oct 10.40 - Fly-off in classes S4A and S9A
11.15 - prize-giving ceremony S9A
1 '1.45 to 14,10 - S8E/p competition flights
1 1 .45 to 15.45 - 57 competition flights
1 '1.45 to 15,45 - Show models
16,00 - prize-giving and closing ceremony

Duration of rounds
S4A-45 minutes each,S6A-45 rninutes each,S9A-45
minutes each,S7-2f‖ ghtsin 4 hours and S8E:/p― group
f‖ghts

Brakes between rounds No breaks

Maximum duration in each
round

45 minutes

I nterruptions and delays No



Weather and visibility Fogg in the morning, then sunny and cloudy with the
temperature from'13 to 16 degrees centigrade on Saturday and
16 to 20 on Sunday. Good visibility.
Wind speed: Saturday: 0 -1 m/s,

Sunday: 1 m/s

Flight line-changes of position No

Number of flying sites 8

Number of competitors per
launching site/class

S4A - 4'l competitors.
SOA - 53 competitors,
57 - 7 competitors;
S8Eip - 6 competitors;
S9A - 44 competitors.

Local rules or deviations from
Sporting Code

No

Alteration of the schedule Only smallalternations, all presented in schedule

Any additional sporting activity Show flights.

Observations on time-
keeping/judging

Fair and very correct

Prize-giving and issue of
results

Prize-giving ceremony was organized at the airfield on the
second day after completion of Fly-off and at the end of all
competition flights. Score lists were posted immediately after
each round on score boards. Bulletin with final score list was
published on the organizer's web site at the end of the event.

Any incident or accident No
Protests No

Comments on accomodiation ,

food, entry fees and other
expences

Accomodiation of competitors was offered at the nearby tourist
facilities. Meals and beverages were available to all participants
and officials during the whole event. Accomodiation and food
was correct. Entry fees as announced in FAI Contest Calendar.

Final comments
42nd Ljubljana Cup was a very well organized event at a very
good airfield, by skilled organizers in an excellent weather for
spacemodelling competitions..

FAI JURY MEMBERS

V6ra Pavkova (CZE), Jury president

Jo2e Cuden (SLO), member

Zadovinek, 1 6th Octobe r 2022

tMarjan Cuden (SLO), member


